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CUSG extendsFACULTY SENATE MOVES 
electionsON PARENTAL LEAVE Tech issues
Rachel Andrews leave rests with the states. Only 
Contributor California, New Jersey and 
Rhode Island offer paid family interrupt voting 
Clemson University and medical leave, according 
Faculty Senate is working with to the National Conference of Justin Lee Campbell The message that 
Human Resources to develop State Legislatures (NCSL). News Editor students received said, 
new parental leave options, Lisa Gagnon, benefits "Sorry, your username 
according to Chairperson of manager in human resources, Voting for undergraduate [insert username] was not 
the Faculty Senate Welfare said, "It's mandated student body elections has found as an active Clemson 
Committee Dr. Matthew consistently across all South been extended to 11 :59 p.m. student username." 
Powers. Paid parental leave Carolina agencies that South on Thursday, according to Matthew Spadaro, a 
is not currently offered by Carolina does not offer paid an email from Director of senior marketing major, 
the university. parental leave." Gagnon noted Elections Amanda Nerone. alerted The Tiger on Twitter at 
The original time frame"We have been pursuing that Clemson is a state agency. 9:50 a.m. that he was able to 
was midnight to 11:59 p.m. vote from a mobile device. Thewhat we consider the best Clemson offers paid 
on Wednesday. Tiger tweeted that information option, which is to create a sick leave, as mandated by 
Clemson Undergraduate at 9:55 a,m. Katie Gilstrap, amodified duties plan," Powers the state of South Carolina. 
Student Government (CUSG) sophomore computer sciencesaid. This plan would benefit Faculty can use accrued sick 
sent out a mass email at major, tweeted at 9:58 a.m.parents who are giving birth hours for maternity and 
midnight on Wednesday that "mine still says I'm not anto or adopting a child, as well adoption, according to Human 
with directions on how to active student." as all faculty members with Resources' retirement and leave 
vote. CUSG then emailed At 2:36 p.m. Wednesday, long-term medical illnesses and options. Because sick hours • 
students at 12: 14 a.m. about a Nerone sent out an email that 
disabilities. are based on time worked technical issue. provided a new link for voting.
Powers said that under and are also used for illnesses, "We are working to "We apologize for
the modified duties plan, medical/ dental appointments resolve the issue with voting unforeseen technical
faculty members would "agree and surgeries, the availability is for Student Body President difficulties," Nerone said. "It•to do work that they could do variable. and Vice President," . the was a student body-wide error 
at home on a schedule that Dr. Amy Sawyer, a French email from CUSG PR said. that has now been resolved." 
benefits them and ensures that language professor, said that "The server issue is currently Nerone clarified that all•.they don't have to come to the when she was pregnant she being worked on by CCIT."• undergraduate students, 
university for five hours a day." worried about running out nformat1on from Department ofLabor CUSG said that a new email including seniors, had the 
Current parental leave of sick days before the end of with the corrected link right to vote. 
policy at Clemson is in the semester. one week off work to avoid contacted him, but that the would be sent out as soon Williams was able to vote 
accordance with the Family and "I had to plan my losing income. Faculty Senate "is not working as possible. successfully after she received 
Medical Leave Act (FMLA), pregnancy so I would have a "She was sad because she . in conjunction with CUSG." The Tiger reached out the email. She said that she 
a federal law passed in 1993. final exam baby," Sawyer said. wouldn't get much time with Pitts said Powers to Nerone at 7:41 a.m. for an "understood the server being 
The law mandates that public "Paid parental leave would help her newborn baby," Pitts said. suggested looking for other update on the technical issue. crowded might interrupt the 
agencies offer 12 workweeks of families enormously." Pitts, a junior psychology ways to make positive change ''I'm working closely voting process." 
unpaid leave per year for "the Sawyer also recounted the major, was surprised that on campus. with .CCIT o~ the technical Griffin Roberts, a )unior 
birth of a child and to care for experience of a colleague. paid maternity leave was not "He thought it might be issue," Nerone said. "It is my marketing major, said that 
the newborn within one year "[A friend of mine] had an option for her professor: a good idea to see if parental understanding that once the she was unable to vote at 
of birth." Clemson follows poor performance ratings due "I thought all businesses leave might benefit student business day starts, the process 12:30 a.m. 
FMLA guidelines by offering to her pregnancy and was had some sort of paid employees," Pitts said. Pitts is will move quicker." "It wasn't that big of a 
Nerone said that theup to 12 weeks unpaid leave for worried about losing her job," maternity leave." currently researching the need deal to me that I wasn't able 
As member voting period would be to vote," Roberts said. "I feelchildbirth, adoption and foster Sawyer said. a of the for student parental leave. 
extended another 24 hours like CUSG isn't as influentialcare to faculty members who The idea to propose academic affairs committee, Powers said that Human 
. for voting. on campus as it would likehave worked one year or 1,250 changing Clemson's parental Sen. Pitts approached Resources is reviewing 
Megan Williams, a to be." Roberts had not triedhours in the previous year. leave policy occurred to Dr. Powers. the modified duties plan. 
sophomore political science to vote again at the time of"[Full paid leave] presents Undergraduate Student "He told me that the Gagnon from Human 
major, was one of the the interview. many challenges, including Senator Bailey Pitts when one issue was prerty much solved Resources confirmed. 
students who ran into the Chair of CUSG Healthcosts," Powers said. "The time of her professors got pregnant. with the modified duties plan," "We are in the final stages 
technical issue. and Human Services andframe is also difficult in the "[My classmates and I] Pitts said. in completing work with the "I tried to vote that presidential candidate Emily
context of the unpredictability were all excited for her," Pitts Powers told The Tiger that Faculty Senate to allow more night, and it didn't work," Blackshire said at 1 :28 
of birth." said. The professor told the a student senator interested flexibility for faculty members," Williams said. p.m. that her campaign was
Power to mandate paid class that she would only take in the issue of parental leave Gagnon said. 
See ELECTION onA2 
Task force refuses to consider Grad students to
Tillman name change 
pay libraryJeeSarah Kait Hollenbeck 
Contributor 
The Task Force on the Tessa Schwarze institutions. It will have a 
History of Clemson set in Senior StaffWriter "direct impact on the success 
place by the Board ofTrustees of students." 
did not consider name Pending approval by Ferrell added that they 
changes for Tillman Hall in the fee committee, Clemson have also appealed to the 
their recommendations. University graduate students fee committee to add the 
The Task force could find a new $85 library fee to the undergraduate 
set in place short-, fee on their tuition bill - freshmen bill. 
medium- and long-term a fee that is currently paid "Clemson library 
recommendations to try solely by undergraduate services are woefully 
to tell the complete students with more than unfunded," commented 
history of the university. thirty cumulative hours. Ferrell. "If you look at the 
The overt1rching The fee is an attempt figures, you can see that our 
recommendation was to to cover the library's annual peer institutions pay way 
update Clemson's historical inflationary costs of serials more for collections." 
and to purchase library "Collections" isnarrative. ANNA MAUARD/ Mana In Editor 
Name changes to materials in support of the another term for libraryThe Board ofTrustees have recently made claims regarding the name ofTillman Hall. 
historical buildings on university's curriculum. materials. According to 
campus, most notably recommendations." has sparked outrage among and many other issues." Current journal expenditure Ferrell, graduates need a 
Tillman Hall, were not Chairman McKissick members of the collective Regarding the will be maintained with the more robust collection 
considered in the Task's said, "Tillman Hall is a Clemson community. The decision, Dr. James A. use of annual fee income, than undergraduates, 
force recommendations. key part of that history, Silence of the Trustees, an McCubbin said, "I · do as opposed to one-time who only require a more 
Chairman McKissick said, and the task force believes ad published by the Tiger understand that the Board funds like donations or general collection. 
"The Board remains focused that clear historical context signed by faculty and staff, must operate effectively salary lapses. According to a 
on what we can achieve. should be provided around claims the Board's inaction within a complex political Graduate students use document listing peer 
Since the South Carolina the Tillman Hall name. is "a refusal to confront the environment. Nevertheless, library services 40 percent of institutions and their library 
Heritage Act of 2000 The same consideration racial history of Clemson the recommendations of the time (excluding online funds, Clemson University's 
states that the authority will be afforded to a in one of its most violent the Board Task Force go databases), and according library material budget just 
to rename historical number of key buildings, figures [Tillman]." far beyond the issue of one to Dean of Libraries Maggie exceeds $7 million compared 
buildings rests solely with markers and people See the Stripes said, building's name .. . moving Ferrell, the money accrued to other institutions 
the So.uth Carolina General that make up "The Task Force's response forward, we have much by this fee will be reinvested including Georgia Tech 
Assembly, name changes or Clemson's history." is consistent with what more work to do to better in library collections that and University of Arizona, 
resolutions relating to name The decision of the has been perceived and devel6p a campus climate graduate students need in which average around 
changes were not part of Task Force regarding the understood as the intuition's of inclusion and welcoming order to compete with other 12-15 million in library 
the Task Force's preservation of the name tone deafness regarding this for all." See LlBRARY on A2 
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LIBRARYfrom page Al 
material expenditures. The 
institution listed with the 
largest expenditure is Texas 
A&M with a spending total 
of $23,609,080. 
Clemson Library's 
recent financial shortfalls 
ha,re been covered 
by temporary salary 
lapses, discontinuation 
of unnecessary 
publications and a 
reduction in needed 
book purchases. 
Ferrell predicts that 
the fee will generate an 
additional $600,000-
700,000, all of which will 
maintain current journal 
expenditure and also be 
directed towards book and 
media collections. When 
one-time funding is granted 
to the library, Ferrell said, 
that money will be reinvested 
in Cooper Library itself. 
"The take-away 
from this is that our 
students, especially our 
graduate students, are at 
a competitive advantage. 
(Let's say) a graduate 
student is working on 
their dissertation. With 
our current situation, 
these students will not 
be exposed to as many 
resources as their peers at 
different institutions." 
Despite these numbers, 
the Graduate Student Body 
President Guneet Bedi says 
that the graduate students he 
has discussed the proposition 
with are unhappy - in 
particular, those graduate 
students who are located at 
campuses in Greenville and 
Charleston and only use the 
online resources. 
"When the fee was first 
brought to my notice, it was 
a surprise. It's a big amount. 
And since it's being initiated 
for the very first time, $85 
directly, that's a surprise 
ro many graduate students 
. .. We have campuses in 
Greenville and Charleston 
who do not use direct 
library services. But these 
fees are across the board. 
We understand that there is 
a need to expand the library 
resources, but there needs to 
be more planning." 
According to President 
Bedi, the communication 
between the library and the 
students has slacked, and 
that when it comes 
to implementing new 
fees, there has to be a 
collective approach. 
"If [the] library 
[reached] out and told the 
student body what the fee 
will entail - show exactly 
where this fee will go here, 
and show some statistics. 
This is actually a need. If 
you show the students that 
their fee is increasing their 
bill by $85, the reaction will 
not be a welcoming one. The 
library should make an effort 
to reach out to students 
and tell them what the 
proposed plan is, what the 
. . " stansncs are. 
Bedi also proposed that 
if students can make sense 
of where their money is 
going, there would be less of 
a pushback. 
"We have to talk 
amongst each other, involve 
other (Clemson) campuses, 
involve the student body 
in these convetsation, 
involve the student 
government. We can then 
make a better, more 
informed, decision." 
HOW DOES CLEMSON STACK UP TO OTHER 
UNIVERSITIES? 
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Information provided by Maggie Ferrell 
News Brief: 
Arrests on Campus 
CUPD arrested student Abbriyanna Rai-Beth, 
20, on charges of filing a false report of a felony. 
Rai-Beth filed a police report claiming someone 
was sending her threatening emails; an investigation 
found that the emails in question originated from an 
email she created and from her personal computer. 
The charge is a felony. 
Three students were arrested and charged with 
arson in connection with a futon set on fire outside 
ofWannamaker and Bradley Halls. Matthew Skinner, 
I 9; Patrick Gilligan, 18; and Davis McCarter, I 9, 
were charged Wednesday with third-degree arson, a 
felony. The fire, according to Inside Clemson, spread 
from the futon to the grass surrounding by the time 
Clemson University firefighters extinguished it. 
Skinner, Gilligan and McCarter were released 
on $1,500 personal recognized bonds. Rai-Beth was 
released on a $5,000 personal recognized bond. 
ELECTION from page Al 
handling the technical issue voted after the technical issue 
by spreading the word that was resolved. 
she and her vice presidential "I didn't have 
nominee Hunter Burgess any problem voting," 
were still running. She said Bhagaht said. 
that they were "sending Keith Tormey, a senior 
out a lot of 'no, it's not just health sciences major, 
you' messages." was not surprised by the 
Chair of CUSG technical issue. 
Transportation Committee "I kind of expected 
and presidential candidate there to be issues," Tormey 
Joey Wilson said that he and said. He compared it to the 
his vice presidential nominee ticketing issues that students 
Nicki Seidman were hopeful faced at the beginning of 
the technical issue would football season. 
be fixed quickly. He also Students who have 
expressed concern. any issues with voting are 
"Nicki and I are afraid encouraged to contact 
that this error will not only Amanda Nerone at anerone@ 
decrease the number of clemson.edu. Election results 
voters but [will] also confuse will be announced in the 
students," Wilson said. Carillon Gardens at 4 p.m. on 
Fatema Bhaghat, a March 4. The announcement 
sophomore language and will be made open to 
international health major, the public. 
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Clemson students reflect 
on primary projections 
Charlotte Long 
Contributor 
With 20 I6's Super 
Tuesday's results in, 
the primary victors of a 
dozen states have been 
named, with delegate votes 
recorded. Super Tuesday, 
on March I, included the 
primary and caucus votes 
of Alabama, Arkansas, 
Georgia, Massachusetts, 
Minnesota, Oklahoma, 
Tennessee, Texas, Vermont 
and Virginia. 
CNN reported Donald 
Trump leads the poll of 
pledged delegates with 332, 
with Ted Cruz in second 
at 230. 
In order to secure 
the nomination at the 
Republican National 
Convention (RNC), a 
candidate must have 1,191 
total delegates. Of the total 
2,472 RNC delegates, 1,719 
are awarded through varied 
state primary rules. States 
can have either a winner­
take all system or one of 
proportional representation, 
where a percentage of 
delegates go to different 
candidates based on how 
much of the vote they won. 
The remammg delegates 
are "unpledged," meaning 
that their votes are not 
determined by the electoral 
votes of their state. 
On the Democratic side, 
Hillary Clinton leads with 
576 delegates, with Sanders 
behind at 390 delegates. 
Trump won seven states 
during Super Tuesday, all at 
over 30 percent. Ted Cruz 
won three states: Alaska 
at 36 percent, Oklahoma 
at 34. percent and his 
home state of Texas at 
44 percent. Marco Rubio 
took Minnesota at 
37 percent. 
Retired neurosurgeon 
Ben Carson and Ohio 
governor John Kasich 
lacked a state win, leading 
Noah Weiland from 
Politico to say that they 
"may be pressured by party 
officials to instead help 
Rubio and Cruz take it to 
Trump" adding that, "the 
longer the two long shots 
stay in the race, the harder 
it is to make up the gap 
between Trump's delegate 
total and everyone else's." 
On the Democratic 
side, Clinton won seven 
states, six of which were over 
60 percent. Senator Sanders 
took four states, including 
his home state of Vermont, 
which he won with 86 
percent of the vote. 
In response to the 
current leading primary 
candidates, Clemson 
University student Jordyn 
Schirripa, a sophomore 
communication major, is 
determined. "I can tell you 
one thing . . . I will never 
vote for Hilary Clinton. 
It doesn't matter who -t
is running against her," 
said Schirripa. 
Courteney Gilstrap, a 
sophomore education major, 
agreed with Schirripa's view 
of Clinton, saying, "Yes, 
[Donald Trump] is very 
abrupt and in your face, but 
people like him because he 
is honest. We haven't had 
that in a long time from 
a candidate." 
Primary voting 
continues on March 5, as 
Democrats and Republicans 
participate in Kansas 
caucuses and Louisiana 
primaries. Republicans will 
vote in Kentucky and Maine, 
while Democrats vote in 
Nebraska. On Sunday, 
March 6, Democrats will go 
to the polls in Maine. 
r -
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)!l{$}-fL£Y ST0VT/Asst. Photo Editor 
As Spring Break approaches, many students may find themsdves in Cooper Library for a study session or two. 
WANT YOUR PHOTO TO BE FEATURED AS PHOTO OF 
....... THE DAV? TWEET@THETIGERCU WITH #POTO. 
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POINT 
David Spearman 
Outlook Editor 
The late Supreme Court Justice 
Antonin Scalia said in a majority opinion 
in 1987 that "the Constitution sometimes 
insulates the criminality of a few in order 
to protect the privacy of us all." Though 
it is unclear exactly what he would have 
thought about the current conflict between 
the FBI andApple, I don't think it's hard to 
guess given his consistent hard line on the 
fourth amendment. 
For those unaware, a terrorist attack 
on San Bernardino, California took place 
on December 2, 2015 which claimed the 
lives ofl 2 people. Controversy arose during 
the subsequent investigation over whether 
Apple should be obligated to facilitate the 
FBI's access to the encrypted iPhone of 
Syed Farook, one ofthe attackers. 
Ofcourse, Farook's actions were pure 
evil, and it's tempting to say that any action 
that might help the FBI's investigation 
should be enacted. However, this belief 
doesn't survive scrutiny. 
The most immediate objection is 
that, in cyberspace, anything one person 
or group can do, another person or group 
can almost certainly do better.It is a sad but 
true fact that there is no plausible way for 
encryption software to allow access only to 
the FBI without any possibility ofsomeone 
else finding it. If there's a door, eventually 
someone will find it, open it, and 
walk through. 
Consider the best-case scenario. In 
the best case scenario, it is unlikely that 
the iPhone in question could lead to the 
dismantling of more than a few more 
terrorist cells. 
However, it is reckless not to suppose 
that the same vulnerabilities could be 
exploited by the enemies of the United 
States. At the moment, ISIS lacks the 
resources to wage a serious cyber war, but 
the same can't be said for Russia, China, 
Iran or North Korea. 
While the dismantling of the cells 
in the best case scenario would certainly 
be a good thing, if a malicious actor used 
blackmail material acquired via these 
vulnerabilities to compel Americans to 
install more malware into the software 
governing hospitals, air traffic control 
towers, power plants or other vital 
infrastructure, they could launch a cyber 
attack which could cost tens of thousands 
oflives and billions of dollars. 
But the greatest threat to American 
ideals from this case won't come from 
external enemies. As my fellow contributor 
Mark Hinds pointed out in his article, 
James Corney, the FBI director, has denied 
that they're trying to set a precedent or 
send a message. To quote Scalia again, this 
claim is "pure applesauce." 
The New York Tunes reported on 
Feb. 23 that "[t]he Justice Department is 
demanding Apple's help in unlocking at 
· least nine iPhones nationwide in addition 
to the phone used by one of the San 
Bernardino, California attackers." 
There is a massive amount ofpersonal 
data accessible on private phones. It is 
nearly inconceivable that the government 
won't demand greater and greater access to 
this sanctum sanctorum if they are given 
any access at all, 
A response to this may be that 
"if you have nothing to hide, you have 
nothing to fear." However, there is plenty 
of information that may not reveal crimes 
but may be embarrassing. You need look 
no further than the recent Ashley Madison 
hack, which revealed profoundly harmful 
but not perfectly legal information about 
people whose accounts were associated 
with .mil and .gov email accounts, 
among others. 
If an unscrupulous individual 
gained enough power within the FBI 
to undertake a 21st century Watergate, 
the harmful but not illegal information 
they could find and use as blackmail 
material is unimaginable and if a 
government agency cared to create a digital 
panopticon, it would be folly to believe 
they couldn't. 
Hind's belief that the government 
should have unlimited access to whichever 
phones they please is viable if and only if 
you believe that the FBI and the rest of the 
government are made up of incorruptible 
saints-- if you believe that they would 
never use their power for any but the most 
righteous cause, and always in perfectly 
limited and proportional amounts. I regret 
to inform Hinds and anyone else who 
might share such a view that the world 
doesn't work that way. Public officials 
are just as corruptible, stupid and self­
interested as the resr of us - perhaps even 
more so. 
' 
, 
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Mark Hinds 
Asst. Outlook Editor 
Big corporations and the FBI often 
have their battles. It is a natural thing. 
Recently, the skirmish of the day has been 
between Apple, the challenger and the 
FBI. In case you did not hear about the 
San Bernardino shootings on December 2, 
2015, I'll sum it up for you. Two Terrorists, 
Syed Rizwan Farook and Tashfeen Malik, 
stormed into a government building in San 
Bernardino Ca, and opened fire. Fourteen 
people were killed and 22 injured. 
To be brief, the FBI wants Apple to 
hack, or at least give the FBI the ability to 
hack, the terrorist Syed Rizwan Farook's 
iPhone in order to see what information 
the phone contains that could aid in their 
ongoing investigation. I am ofthe opinion 
that the FBI has every right to know 
everything about this sorry excuse for a 
man, including all the data contained on 
his iPhone. 
I want them to know what is on his 
, phone, what kind ofcar he had, what kind 
., ' of cereal he likes, what his favorite song 
~~ , · was, his favorite flavor of gum and what 
~•i: size shoe he wore. Everything. 
~j These peop_le co~tted a terror 
· i,~ attack on U.S. soil, they killed 14 people, 
· _;: 14 Americans for crying out loud. I bet if 
'I we recovered an iPhone that belonged to 
' oneoftheAI-QaedaterroristsonAmerican 
· Airlines Flight 11 (9/11, North Tower) we 
would not be having this argument. His 
, privacy is gone in my opinion. 
Apple is like that kid in your 
kindergarten class that won't give you the 
besr crayons when you really need them to 
finish that drawing. They're being childish. 
I mean come on; we are not asking Apple 
to put every iPhone user's security at risk, 
only this iPhone that belonged to a mass 
' murderer. This is not an issue ofviolating 
. millions of people's privacy; this is about 
getting every possible piece of information 
, on a lunatic mass murderer. 
James Corney, FBI director puts it 
besr, "The San Bernardino litigation isn't 
about trying to set a precedent or send any 
kind ofmessage. It is about the victims and 
justice. Fourteen people were slaughtered 
and many more had their lives and bodies 
ruined. We owe them a thorough and 
professional investigation under law. That's 
what this is. The American people should 
expect nothing less ftom the FBI." 
Well said, Mr. Director. You can call 
me big governmerit; you can accuse me 
of wanting to live in an America where 
the government has greater access to yow 
personal information than it deserves, 
frankly I do not care. I want to .live in an 
America where corporations do not act like 
children and attempt to hinder a domestic 
terror investigation just because ofbranding 
concerns. I want to live in America where 
the FBI has every available tool to ensure 
our safety and that something as tragic as 
this never happens again. · 
Ask yourself this: what difference 
does it make to you, right now, if the 
FBI has access or not to this psycho's 
phone? How can you not want this guy to 
be exposed? 
As much as I disagree with David 
on this issue there is something even more 
bothersome to me, something that John 
Kasich has been very vocal about lately. 
David and I should not even have enough 
knowledge of this issue to write articles 
pertaining to it. The public should not 
know about this. Our president should 
have solved this issue when it first came 
about. He needed to ·sit Apple and their 
legal team down with James Corney and 
the rest of the FBI and tell them: no one 
leaves until we get this solved. Thats how it 
should have been handled. It is not safe to 
let a game of national security play out in 
the pages ofThe New York Times for the 
world to see. What do you thinkW. would 
have done? 
David is going to make argument 
that the terrorists probably crushed their 
personal phones because those were the 
phones with the most damning evidence. 
We do not know that? Isn't that the whole 
reason we are having this argument? To 
find out what this guy's life was like, to find 
out what he may have used his work phone 
for, it could hold absolutely no useful info 
at all, or it could be tantamount to finding 
the Holy Grail. Regardless of the outcome, 
the FBI has a right to know. 
COUNTERPOINT 
+ 
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Sometimes a Fish Is Just a Fish...ExceptWhen It Isn't 
~ 
As a longtime English major, I would be expected to take issue 
with Mark Hinds' recent column where he basically takes a long, 
languid piss on the concept of"symbolism'' in literature and indeed in 
all art. But here's the thing: I agree, to a certain extent, that symbolism 
is bunk, or to put it in Hinds' words, "bullsh*t." Funny, does the 
word "bullsh*t" mean literal manure from a bull, or is it symbolic of 
something? But anyway. 
It seems our young Mr. Hinds has unmasked the great lie that is 
the foundation stone for literature, that things mentioned in stories 
don't have to "mean" anything, they just are. So screw you, Herman 
Melville: Moby Dick's just a whale that Ahab really wants to kill, 
nothing more. The crew ofhis ship is just a bunch of random dudes 
who couldn't cut it on dry land, not a metaphor for the diverse and 
racially tense United States ofthe mid-nineteenth century. Not at all, 
it's just a bunch of guys who like fishing, one of whom seems to be 
the narrator except that he disappears for hundreds of pages only to 
re-emerge as the lone survivor. Hmm, does Ishmael's ability to live via 
a coffin meant for a fellow crew-member mean anything? Nah, just 
dumb luck that there was a buoyant device just sitting around being 
unused. Yeah, I'm sure Melville didn't put any thought into that. 
Listen, buddy, I agree that a lot of supposed "symbolism'' falls 
under the label of bullsh*t. It's hard to justify funding a humanities 
department when they can't show offcool-ass shit like lasers or big-ass 
buildings full of innovation, just opinions about what a Keats poem 
really means. If I map out the various locations where "Gravity's 
Rainbow'' takes place, it does nothing for humanity at large; if 
someone maps out the human genome and figures out how to 
prevent cancer, that's obviously bigger news. But there's a bias against 
the humanities that frankly pis.ses me the hell off, and your article 
just exemplified the rising tide ofanti-intellectualism that this country 
is enduring. When a presidential candidate can't definitively disavow 
support from a racist organi1.ation like the Klan but suffer no los.s in 
popularity because ofit, that's a prime example ofbullsh*t, buddy. 
You may think right now that symbolism is crap, and you're 
probably right. But guess what, I got more life-experience with 
symbolism than your snarky little butt could handle. For every time 
when a cigar is just a cigar, there's plenty of times when it doesn't mean 
that. Do you honestly think that an author or artist sits down and says 
"hell, just write something until it makes sense?" 1bat's bullsh*t right 
there, if you ask me. But what would I know? I'm just one of those 
people who you think are wasting their time. Yeah, looking beneath .. 
the surface of what's being presented in front of me *is* a waste of 
time, isn't it? Why not just accept what the book says it's about, 
because thinking is hard! Much easier to sit through class with your 
head shoved up a certain area. You know the area, it's where manure 
comes out of you. 
I believe that's what the kids today call a microphone drop ... 
TrwPr !3Utftr 
- Graduate Student 
Class of2016 
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Freshman outfielder Seth Beer (28) celebrates with his teammate Andrew Cox (6) after scoring a run against Wofford. The Tigers won the game 7-0 at Doug Kingsmore Stadium. 
CLEMSON FOR SOUTH CAROLINA 
Trevor Andresen Reed Rohlman. Wilson and outstanding as well, pitching also been swinging hot bats, 
Contributor Rohlman have been base to a 0.64 ERA in 28 innings as has junior ·college transfer 
hit machines, each hitting so far this season. With guys Dom Thompson Williams, 
above the .400 mark on the like Alex Eubanks, Ryley who is slugging .543 so farOverview: 
young season, while Beer is Gilliam, Pat Krall, Brooks in 2016. 
The 2015 
not too far behind with a Crawford and Alex Bostic
Clemson-Carolina baseball 
.3 75 average. out in the bullpen, coach
series went well for the Pitching:
Production has been Monte Lee has plenty of
Tigers, who outscored the The Gamecock pitching 
consistent all throughout options to turn to late in
Gamecocks 19-5 and won staff has been very successful 
the lineup as well, .:with all the game. 
games in both Clemson and thus far a~ weli, thanks to the
but one Tiger getting a hit
Columbia. Both teams are near-perfect outings from
thus far. The team has not 
very different this season, their starters. 
been short on power, either,
however, and are off to hot Clarke Schmidt has only SOUTHas Beer and catcher Chris 
starts. As always, it should allowed four hits and one
Okey have hit two home
be a very competitive series run in his thirteen inningsCAROLINAruns apiece, while Pinder
between the two Palmetto pitched, and will likely face
has already left the yard Record: 9-0State rivals. the Tigers on Friday night. 
three times. 
Braden . Webb and 
Offense: Taylor Widener have beenCLEMSON Pitching: Much like the Tigers, tough on hitters as well, 
On the other side of the Gamecocks have been allowing just two runs apieceRecord: 6-1 
the ball, the Tiger pitching feasting on opposing pitchers in their combined four 
Offense: staff has been phenomenal. so far this season, hitting starts. Schmidt and Widener 
The Tiger offense As a team, they have .341 with seven home runs. each threw against the Tigers 
has been explosive since held opponents to a .206 Catcher John Jones when the two teams met in 
their only loss on Opening batting average arid only 14 has been leading the charge 2015, combining to allow 
Day to Maine, outscoring runs. Charlie Barnes and for the Gamecocks and was seven hits and three runs 
opponents 62-10 while Clare Schmidt have been named Collegiate Player of over 4.2 innings pitched. 
batting .324 as a team. dominant in their respective the Week after reaching base Josh Reagan has been a 
Among those leading the Friday and Saturday roles, in all fourteen of his plate force out of the bullpen as 
charge are second baseman greatly exceeding preseason appearances in the series well, and will likely come in 
Weston Wilson, shortstop expectations . against Penn State. to try and s~_ut the do'Yn the 
Eli White and outfielders The work of the Infielders Jonah Bride Tigers if the Gamecocks have 
Seth Beer, Chase Pinder and Tiger relievers has been and Marcus Mooney have the lead late in the game. 
11111111111111 Clemson offense off to hot start 11111111111111 
Tigers have outscored opponents 65-14 over the last seven gam,es 
Cole Little 
Columnist 
"Offensively, the middle 
of the order was the story for 
us," said Head Coach Monte 
Lee while summing up his 
baseball team's resounding 
sweep of the James Madison 
Dukes this past weekend." 
While gratuitous, Lee's 
compliment sold the Tigers 
short. The entire lineup's 
offense has been the big 
story for the beginning of 
the whole of Clemson's 2016 
campaign, not just the James 
Madison series. 
Since dropping their 
opening game to the Maine 
Black Bears by a score of 4-3, 
the Tigers have been on a roll 
from the plate, surpassing 
five runs in every game since. 
Moving to 6-1 on the young 
season with Tuesday's home 
victory over the Wofford 
Terriers, the Tigers are 
already showing clear signs 
of improvement under first­
year Coach Lee. 
Braced by ace pitching 
last season, the Tigers 
struggled to produce from 
the plate. Furthermore, 
even in games featuring an 
abundance of runs scored 
by the Tigers, the sporadic 
nature of the scoring was too 
difficult to ignore. 
So far in 2016, Clemson 
is stringing together several 
run-scoring innings per 
game and appears to be well­
balanced from the top to the 
bottom of the batting order. 
Junior second baseman 
Weston Wilson, one of 
the veteran leaders of this 
youthful Clemson squad, 
has been phenomenal from 
the plate to start the year off, 
hitting .462 as of now. 
However, two 
youngsters have been the talk 
of Tigertown through the 
opening act of the 2016 slate. 
Freshman designated 
hitter Seth Beer and 
sophomore centerfielder 
Chase Pinder have catalyzed 
the Tigers and show signs 
of being able to propel this 
team to new heights. Pinder 
is leading the Tigers with 
three home runs, and Beer 
has two himself. Both players 
are forces to be reckoned with 
when bats are in their hands, 
and both seem to grow more 
comfortable at the plate with 
each passing game. r , , , 
The Tigers will square 
off against the South 
Carolina Gamecocks this 
weekend in what will be 
their first true test of the 
season. Like Clemson, 
South Carolina scores runs 
in droves, so expect an 
offensive clash in that series. 
Clemson appears poised to 
put together a successful 
season and definitely looks to 
exceed expectations. 
While head coach of 
the Charleston Cougars, 
Lee gained a reputation for 
his hitting prowess, and his 
new team has displayed as 
much through the first few 
weeks of the season. All 
eyes will be on the Tigers 
this weekend, though, and 
it will be interesting to see 
whether or not that offensive 
firepower persists against a 
solid opponent. Junior infielder Andrew Cox (6) has a batting average of .429 so far this season. 
'I 
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Clemson sophomore outfielder Reed Rohlman (26) has a .417 batting average so far this season. 
T ERS KLE TERRERS 
Clewison defeated Wofford 7-0 
Aus.tin Hays 
Columnist 
While many Clemson 
students were studying 
for midterms, the Tiger 
baseball team had a test of 
their own to take. An in­
state opponent - one that 
Clemson has grown more 
than familiar with over 
the years - was coming 
to town, riding a red-hot 
streak to open the season. 
Spartanburg's own Wofford 
Terriers arrived to take on 
the Tigers. The Terriers' 
blistering offense seemed 
more than ready to put the 
still-maturing Tiger team 
under scrutiny. 
It was by no means a 
marquee game, but it was 
important for Monte Lee's 
squad early in the season. 
t-- Last year's team had a 
tendency to drop midweek 
games similar to this after 
some facet of the team -
offense, defense or pitching 
- failed to carry through 
all nine innings . . This was 
not the case Tuesday night, 
as the Tigers once again 
performed admirably in 
each position en route 
to victory. 
Sophomore lefty Alex 
SEASON ENDS FOR LADY TIGERS 
Tigers end season with a 4-26 record 
Zachary Clark 
Contributor 
The Clemson women's 
basketball team's season came 
to a close on Wednesday 
when they lost to Wake 
Forest in the first round of 
the ACC Tournament. The 
Oemson guard Alexis Carter (33) dribbles down the court. Lady Tigers couldn't get a 
• 
Schnell took the mound 
for the Tigers in his first 
career start and quickly 
found himself in a jam as 
the first two Terriers to bat 
each reached base. However, 
a flyout, strikeout and 
baserunner caught stealing 
would end the threat. 
The Tiger batters 
responded with an advance 
of their own in the bottom 
half of the first, as Chase 
Pinder and Eli White 
reached on singles, and Reed 
Rohlman hit a sacrifice fly 
to right that allowed Pinder 
to reach third base. The next 
play, Pinder was brought 
home by Chris Okey on 
a hit-and-run play, giving 
the Tigers the first run of 
the game. 
The next two innings 
were largely uneventful 
while the pitchers settled 
into a groove. The fourth 
inning put an end to that. 
With two on base and 
one out in the top of the 
inning, Coach Lee went to 
his bull pen, sending Alex 
Eubanks to the mound to 
get the Tigers out of the 
pickle. As he has frequently 
done early in the season, 
Eubanks got Clemson out 
of the inning unscathed, 
l Audra Smith spoke about the 
• t three Wake players, telling 
media, "Quinn did a fantastic 
job, and it was difficult for us 
to guard her. Campbell and 
Stephenson also played well." 
The Lady Tigers 
struggled from the field as a 
team, shooting just 21 of 73 
baskets, making only 28.8 
percent of shots. They were 
also out-rebounded by 54-
30. When asked about being 
out-rebounded, Smith said, 
"Their post players went to 
the glass, their guards crashed 
the glass, and we didn't." The 
54 rebounds for Wake Forest 
was a season record. 
With the loss to Wake 
Forest on Wednesday, the 
Lady Tigers season ends with 
a 4-26 record, including 
a 0-16 conference record. 
Smith elaborated on the 
winless ACC record, saying 
that "the biggest thing that 
we've been trying to do is 
continuing to teach the game 
to this young group and 
a: 
0 continuing to prepare them, 
game in and game out, for~ the teams that we're goingi to face ." 
:::E 
i2 Although the young 
retiring the next two 
Wofford batters. 
In the bottom of the 
fourth, Rohlman led offwith 
a single up the middle and 
took second on a pitch lost 
by Wofford catcher Carson 
Waln. A Seth Beer single 
put runners at the corners 
for Weston Wilson, who 
promptly singled through 
the left side of the infield 
to plate the Tigers' second 
run. A fielding error during 
the next at-bat scored Beer 
from second, and an Adam 
Renwick sac fly thereafter 
sent Wilson home, giving 
the Tigers a 4-0 lead and 
bouncing Wofford starting 
pitcher John Caskey from 
the game. 
The Tigers continued 
adding to their lead over 
the n·ext two innings. In thii 
fifth, White and Rohlman 
reached on a walk and a 
single, respectively, allowing 
Okey to drive them both 
home with a double up the 
middle. The Tigers would 
add one more run in the 
sixth as Rohlman brought 
home Pinder with the 
bases loaded via a flyout, 
but the bats would be 
silent thereafter. 
Fortunately, they 
didn't need any more runs . 
Eubanks combined with Pat 
Krall and Alex Bostic to hold 
the Terriers to only one hit 
over the final 6.2 innings, 
continuing the good work 
that the bullpen had done 
early on in the season and 
sealing a 7-0 victory for 
the Tigers. 
After a win in which 
nearly everything went 
right, this Tiger team knows 
how well they're playing. 
"I don't see how 
we could [be any more 
confident]. I think we're 
going to be very confident 
going into the weekend," 
Coach Lee told the press. 
"We've pitched well. We've 
played good defensively. 
We've hit well. The bullpen 
has done a nice job. There's 
just a lot of positives going 
in to this weekend." 
The Tigers have to 
hope that these positives will 
carry over into this weekend, 
as the long-anticipated series 
against the Gamecocks rolls 
around. Clemson travels 
to Columbia Friday night 
to begin the series, with 
game two set for Saturday 
afternoon in Greenville and 
game three on Sunday in 
Doug Kingsmore. 
win in ACC play this season, 
the team is loaded with 
freshmen and sophomores, 
hosting only one junior and 
no seniors. Perry averaged 14 
points per game, which was 
good enough to tie for 14th 
in scoring in the ACC. 
Freshman Aliyah Collier 
averaged six rebounds per 
game, which was good 
enough for 20th amongst 
ACC players. 
Freshman Danielle 
Edwards finished fifth in 
the ACC in steals, with 2.3 
steals per game, and ninth in 
minutes per game, with 33.2 
minutes per game. 
As young players 
contribute early on in their 
careers, the future of the 
Lady Tigers is very bright. 
With another year under 
their belt going into next 
season, the Lady Tigers will 
be adding three recruits 
who will look to have an 
impact on the team in hopes 
of turning things around 
next season. 
The upcoming 
recruiting class features 
two three-star prospects 
according to ESPN 
guard Jaia Alexander and 
guard Siana Fields - as 
well as four-star forward 
Kobi Thorton. 
', Look for the Lady 
Tigers to put in a lot of 
hard work this offseason in 
hopes of making some noise 
next season with a more 
experienced group of players. 
Senior guard Jordan Roper (20) goes in for a layup. 
~ 
Men's basketball 
falls short in last 
~homegame,..i11 
Matthew Bridges 
Asst. Sports Editor 
In Clemson's final home 
game in the Bon Secours 
Wellness Arena, the Tigers 
faced off against No. 4 ranked 
Virginia looking to build 
some momentum heading 
into the ACC Tournament. 
Support from the 
Clemson faithful was, not 
surprisingly, phenomenal. 
Those wishing to simply 
witness a highly contested 
basketball game certainly 
had their desires fulfilled; 
however, those rooting 
for the Tigers went home 
unsatisfied. Unfortunately, 
Clemson fell just short 
of a key victory, ending 
their regular season with a 
64-57 loss. 
The Tigers have 
enjoyed a superb home court 
advantage in the Bon Secours 
Wellness Arena in Greenville 
while their usual home court 
in Clemson, Littlejohn 
Coliseum, has been 
undergoing renovations. 
Prior to facing Virginia on 
Wednesday, Clemson had 
attained a 13-2 home record 
and a I6° I 2 overall record. 
Virginia, riding a wave of 
momentum after defeating 
the University of North 
Carolina 79-7 4, clearly had 
plans to take Clemson's 
home court advantage away 
very early in the game. 
After just five minutes 
of playing time, the Cavaliers 
had stormed to a 12-0 lead, 
and a blowout of the Tigers 
looked inevitable. However, 
Clemson did not lose heart, 
and with four minutes left 
in the first half, they had 
narrowed Virginia's lead to 
only three points when Jaron 
Blossomgame connected on a 
3-point attempt to make the 
score 26-23. Heading into 
the half, the score was 33-27 
in the Cavaliers' favor. 
Looking to bring the 
Clemson crowd back into 
the game, Blossomgame 
Jordan Roper (20) is shooting 75 percent ofhis free throws. 
hammered home a reverse 
dunk during Clemson's first 
possession of the second half. 
About three minutes into 
the half, Clemson finally 
erased the deficit created 
by Virginia's fast start to 
the game, taking a 35-34 
lead. For the majority of the 
second half, Clemson . and 
Virginia were in a back-and­
forth battle of lead changes 
and momentum. With 
seven minutes remaining, 
Clemson held a 47-46 lead 
and were fighting hard to 
keep it, but ultimately to 
no avail. The experienced 
Cavaliers slowly extended 
their lead in the remaining 
minutes and went on to win 
by seven. 
Unsurprisingly, 
Clemson's dynamic scorer 
Jaron Blossomgame had an 
outstanding game, posting 
31 points and five rebounds. 
Despite his valiant effort, 
Blossomgame did not receive 
much help from the rest of 
the team. This was especially 
true at the start of the second 
half when he was the only 
Tiger to score for the first 
nine minutes. Every other 
scorer for Clemson remained 
in single-digits in points 
scored. Landry Knoko, 
Clemson's center, finished 
with eight points and 
six rebounds . 
0 n the other side of 
the ball, Malcolm Brogdon 
continued to show why he 
is one of the best players in 
the ACC. He finished the 
game with 18 points and 
four rebounds, consistently 
connecting on big shots 
when the game was close. 
Anthony Gill also had a 
solid performance for the 
Cavaliers with 11 points and 
IO rebounds. 
Clemson will play at 
Boston College on March 
5 to complete their regular 
season. Afterwards, they 
will compete in the ACC 
Tournament next week in 
Washington, D.C. 
final score was 73 to 58. 
In this game, 
Sophomore Nelly Perry led 
the Lady Tigers in scoring 
with 23 points and six 
rebounds . Victoria Cardaci 
added 11 points and Alexis 
Carter chipped in ten points 
coming off of the bench. For 
Wake Forest, Milan Quinn 
had a double-double with 
20 points, 15 rebounds. 
Ariel Stephenson had 19 
points and six rebounds, and 
Amber Campbell had 15 
points, seven rebounds and 
three steals. 
Clemson Head Coach 
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The 88th Academ,y Awards becom,es night offirsts for 
Leonardo DiCaprio and Brie Larson 
Awards season has come and gone yet again, and with that, another Best Picture movie to eventually be forgotten, 
some witty hosting, and even a few surprises! Here's a list of the things that shocked us the ~ost, as well as·the 
awards we saw coming from a mile away. 
Cody Smoldt// Contributor 
Surprise to earn nominations at the wins the Oscar for than any other movie. Only a and Rock delivered. the three peat for 
BAFTAs and the SAG awards cinematography win for "The Best Original Song their work on 
but winning at the Globes. Revenant" kept this one from
1. "Ex Machina'' for "Writing on 2. Leo and Larson "The Revenant" Idris Elba won at the SAGs, being a clean sweep of the 
takes home the prize but he wasn't even nominated the Wall" technical awards . win for the first time "The Revenant" director 
Alejandro G Iiiarritu becamefor Best Visual Effects here, and the BAFTA went This song sucks. There's no WE CAN FINALLY 
to eventual Oscar winner way in hell that this should N S tprise SHUT UP WITH ALL THE only the third person to takeIn what was by far the 
DAMN JOKES NOW. The home this award in back­Mark Rylance. The overall have beaten "Ti! It Happensbiggest upset of the night, 1. Chris Rock's 
lack of support for "Creed" to You," Lady Gaga's powerful races for Lead Actor and Lead to-back years (the Mexican­Alex Garland's creepy sci-fl 
and Rylance's history on the anthem against sexual assault. opening monologue Actress have been set in stone American director also wonthriller beat out three Best 
British stage likely pushed Things got even worse when delivers for a while now, but Leo's for "Birdman" last year),Picture nominees ("The 
him over the top. Smith claimed that he may In the wake of the acceptance speech felt like while his friend EmmanuelMartian," "Mad Max: Fury 
be the first openly gay man #OscarsSoWhite (all of the one big sigh of relief for one "Chivo" Lubezki, whoRoad," "The Revenant") 
to win an Oscar (he isn't) acting nomine.es in each of of the industry's best actors. also worked on "Birdman"and "Star Wars: The Force 3. Spotlight wins . 
and Alfonso Cuar6n'sand doubled down on the the past rwo years have beenAwakens" in a category Best Picture "Gravity," completedstupidity. The Academy white), this was one of thethat has historically been I predicted "Spotlight" 3. "Inside Out" the three-peat foralso failed to recognize "See most anticipated momentsdominated by massive as the big winner when wins best animatedYou Again" with even a in recent Oscar history, and his cinematography.blockbusters and pricey Best nominations were announced 
nomination. This category is first-time host Chris Rock featurePicture nominees. It was a back in January, but there's no 
a mess. knocked it out of the park. Sorry, "Shaun the Sheepwell-deser~ed win for one of 5, Jacob Tremblaydoubt that "The Revenant" Rock came firing right out Movie." While it didn't endthe most underrated movies had all of the traction going was wpredictablyof the gate: "Man, I counted in a nomination, the Bestof 2015. in after winning at the Globes 5. "Mad Max'' at least 15 black people in the Picture buzz for Pixar's adorable 
and the BAFTAs. I thought .cleans up montage." He even poked innovative and emotional hit Nine-year-old "Room" 
Spotlight did just enough2. Sly loses out to OK, maybe this one fun at the boycott, telling was very real. "Inside Out" star Jacob Tremblay has been 
- with acting nominationsMark Rylance for didn't really surprise me Jada Pinkett Smith that wasn't just the best animated making the rounds (he even 
for Mark Ruffalo and much ("Fury Road" was "boycotting the Oscars is movie of 2015; it was one of got a picture with Best Actor Best Supporting Rachel McAdams as well as my favorite film of the like me boycotting Rihanna's the best period. winner Leonardo DiCaprio
Actor screenplay and editing - to year}, but my Twitter feed panties ... I wasn't invited." at the SAG Awards), and 
hold off the wild push bySupporting Actor was a seemed pretty shocked when He also took time to shine even though he didn't earn4. Iiiarritu goes"The Revenant." strange category this year with George Miller's high-octane a light on victims of police a nomination, the pint-sizedback-to-back andthe presumed frontrunner action thriller took home a brutality. It was the most actor stole the show. He even 
Sylvester Stallone failing 4. Sam Smith staggering SIX Oscars, more important part of the night, Lubezki pulls off wore Star Wars socks! 
Leonardo DiCaprio finally managed to win 
an Oscar. 
Comedian Chris Rock hosted the controversial "Inside Out'' continued Disney's Oscar Streak. 
88th Academy Awards. 
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trivr 
-
James Kidd 
nmeout Editor 
It can be difficult for 
some people to admit that they 
need help. Some are just far 
too stubborn, never admitting 
defeat even if they look 
ridiculous, scrambling around 
on the ground to pick up their 
fallen papers. 
For others, it's more about 
the potential awkwardness of 
walking around the library 
asking random people for a 
laptop charger. Even if you 
did manage to get over both 
of those barriers and put up 
a desperate call for help on 
Facebook or Twitter, you'll 
probably get buried under a 
mass influx of your mother 
posting old pictures of you. 
Thankfully, one student 
from Lehigh University is 
seeking to change that. Strivr is 
an app that will make it easier 
than ever to give and get help 
from friends. 
After injuring his wrist 
during a game of baseball, 
creator Zach Grey found 
himself frequently in need of 
help from others. 
Enter Strivr. 
Based on the assumption 
that people are willing to help 
others with the small things, 
Grey formed Strivr with his 
mother and members of the 
Ben Franklin Technology 
Partners of Northeastern 
Pennsylvania in order to 
make helping others all the 
more convenient. 
Advertising that "the 
struggle doesn't have to be 
real," Strivr functions much 
like your normal social media 
app- where you find and 
add your close friends and 
acquaintances via Facebook or 
your phone book. From there, 
you can post any possible 
request for help, as well as 
respond to one and assist 
someone else in their time 
of need. Whether you need 
a ride to your apartment, a 
class recommendation or even 
a waffle maker, no wish is 
too outlandish. 
After posting your request, 
nearby friends will be notified. 
They can then choose whether 
to help you or not based on 
what you need and how much 
time they have. While they 
won't be immediately notified, 
other people in the vicinity 
will also be able to see if you 
are in need of help through the 
Strivr app. 
"We've found out, 
through repeated use of Strivr, 
that more people are willing 
to help you when they aren't 
suddenly asked on the spot 
about it," Grey said. 
However, with apps like 
Strivr, there will also inevitably 
be some harassment and abuse 
of the service. Although the 
app requires a university 
email to log in and access the 
service, Grey admits that they 
have had their fair share of 
trolls. Earnest users, however, 
usually report and block them 
very quickly, removing the 
chance for them to cause any 
more trouble. 
"I suppose that's one 
of the benefits of having an 
app based around being kind 
and helpful," Grey said with 
a laugh. 
Plans are also in place 
for a future update in which 
a ranking system will be put 
into place. While it can serve 
as a nice reason to motivate 
everyone to get a high scoring 
profile, Grey also hopes that 
it will help identify the users 
who are particularly great 
helpers and weed out those 
who only ask for help without 
ever returning the favor. 
Creating an app that is 
sweeping over fifty college 
campuses in America is a big 
deal, especially for a former 
rwenty-something student 
like founder Zach Grey. 
So, how would he advise 
others to follow in his path 
in getting involved with a 
startup company? 
''Absolutely consider 
becoming an ambassador," he 
said. "A lot of these start up 
apps and companies chat cater 
to college students are always 
in need of some on campus 
representation for their brand." 
While you might not get 
into the business right away, 
Grey assures that it is a very 
interesting and frequently 
glossed over method to get 
great experience pitching 
products and understanding 
how a business works. 
Grey plans to expand 
Strivr's reach to an additional 
rwenty colleges in the coming 
months, as well as possibly 
opening it up to the public at 
a later date. 
"It's amazing to see how 
well it has been received on 
" h 'd "I' Icampus, e sa1 . ts a ways 
good to see people going out of 
their way to help others with 
the assistance of Strivr, and if 
it is doing this well on select 
campuses now, I can't wait 
to see it expanded further in 
the future." 
Open Completed 
Can I borrow someone's 
phone charger? 
e-e_ 
ls the gym crowded?? 
Need a good Netfli>< show 
Ride to JFI< Airport 
0 
Can anyone bring me coffee 
in the lib? 
s 
C::.hn,.-., rornrnrnonrl =atirinc? 
Jessica Simpson 
Contributor 
Spring is finally on its way! After what 
feels like the longest winter known to man, 
warm weather is finally returning to the 
upstate. Now that the sun is shining, it's time 
to start thinking about spending some time 
outdoors. Whether it's playing soccer on 
Bowman, or going on a hike to Table Rock, 
there are endless ways to start absorbing some 
vitamin D . 
The easiest way to get some time in 
the sun with your friends would be a quick 
game of pick-up football on Bowman. This 
provides a way for everyone to get together 
and enjoy some free time in the nice spring 
air berween classes. You can make teams as 
small or big as you want and expand your 
field as far as you see fit on Bowman. Two­
hand touch or tackle works just fine. 
Not much of an active person? There's 
still tons of things to do outside without 
having to get all hot and sweaty. Setting up an 
ENO in a tree on campus in berween classes is 
a perfect way to relax outside without having 
to get physical. Listen to some music or bring 
a book and just enjoy the beautiful weather. 
If you're not much for hammock set up, you 
can lay in the amphitheater during lunch. 
Bring some food, take off your shoes and lay 
around in the grass. Watching the fountains 
in the Reflection Pond is the perfect way to 
relax in the sun. 
Start working on your tan and get 
some time on the water through kayak 
rentals. CORE offers free kayak rentals to 
Clemson students anytime during their 
office hours. There's simply nothing like 
spending a morning on Lake Hartwell 
with your best buds when the sun is shining 
and the water feels incredible. Don't want 
to be separated from your friends? You 
can even rent a canoe and hit the lake 
together. Bring a cooler and chill out on the 
beach when you're done! Just don't forget 
your sunscreen. 
By far the most scenic option to spend 
some time with nature this spring would 
have to be hiking at Table Rock. The Table 
Rock trail itself is rather challenging-a 
whole 6.3 miles of gorgeous scenery. It is 
located near Pickens County and features 
an amazing waterfall. If you don't feel up to 
the long hike, don't worry! They also offer 
a smaller trail, the Carrick Creek Loop, 
which is only 1.8 miles and still incredibly 
beautiful. "Table Rock really lets you 
appreciate how beautiful South Carolina is," 
said Emma Frank, a sophomore at Clemson 
who frequently visits the trail. "My friends 
and I have gone before and we had a great 
time!" So rake a day, park your car and go 
explore nature in the sun. Bring water and 
comfortable shoes and get lost in the 
mountains-math can wait! 
Whether 1t s laying out in the 
amphitheater, setting up an ENO outside in 
a tree or taking on a hiking trail with your 
friends, there are countless opportunities to 
have fun in the sun this spring! 
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29 - Branched; 
30 - First name in 
whodunits; 
31 - Shon cannon; 
32 -Writing desk; 
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CROSSWORD 
Across 
1 - Fall prey to a banana peel, 
say; 
5 - Crikey!; 
9 - TheJetsons' dog; 
14 - Reader's Digest co­
founder Wallace; 
15 - Hawaii's state bird; 
16 - Throat bug; 
17 - From the U.S.; 
18 - Posterior; 
19 - Lon ofMississippi; 
20 - Edible tuber; 
22 - Capital ofYemen; 
24 -Abner's adjective; 
25 - Exclave ofAngola; 
29 - "Caddyshack'' director 
Harold; 
32 -And_ goes; 
34 - Capricorn's animal; 
35 - Dramatic conflict; 
36 - Reddish brown; 
37 - Put on the payroll; 
38 - Actress Hdgenberger; 
39 - The Pacific, for example; 
40 - Sounds ofdisapproval; 
41 - Westernmost ofthe 
Aleutians; 
42 - Country singer Travis; 
43- Sensed; 
44 - Bangkok tongue; 
45 - Sandy tract; 
46 - Thorny flowers; 
47 - Hearing distance; 
49 -Automobile; 
~ 4 
,, 
50 - Roman garments; 
5 2 - Private; 
56 - Dined at home; 
59 - Let's just leave_ that; 
61 - Zip_DooDah; 
62 - _ de Leon; 
63 - Religious practice; 
64 - Banister; 
65 - Squeeze; 
66 - Periods; 
67 - Unit of force; 
Down 
I -Smack; 
2 - Prom wheds; 
3 - Belinda Carlisle's "Should 
_Youln?"; 
~ 
4 - Study ofcommunicative 
anitudes; 
5 - Sign up; 
6- Golly!; 
7 - Collections ofanecdotes; 
8- Uproot; 
9 -Take_ at (try); 
10 - Direct; 
11 - Uno + due; 
12 - Cartoon Chihuahua; 
13 - Choose; 
21 - _ the season...; 
23 - Swimming; 
26-Sounds; 
27 - Show indistinctly; 
28 - Bikini tryouts; 
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Cookit1g Jroke: 
Hashbrown Casserole 
INC-REPIENfS 
1. 1 SO OZ SA& OF FROZEN PICEP POTATOES 
2. 2 CUPS OF SHREPPEP SHARP CHEPPAR CHEESE 
S. 16 OZ SOUR CREAM 
4. 1STICK OF SUITER 
-5. 1/2 TO 1 CUP OF CHOPPEP ONIONS 
6. 1/2 TEASPOON PEPPER 
l 1TEASPOON SALf 
INSTRUCTIONS 
1. MELf ,urrER OVER LOW HEAf. APP CHEESE ANP STIR UNflL 
MELfEP. 
2. IN ALARC-E SEPARAfE JOWL MIX SOUR CREAM, CHOPPEP ON­
IONS, SALf ANP PEPPER. 
s. APP MELTEP ,urrERICHEESE ro SOUR CREAM MIX ANP SflR. 
4. APP FROZEN POfAfOES ANP SflR. 
5. JAKE FOR so MINUfES ro AN HOUl ANP AHALF PEPENPINC­
ON HOW JROWN YOU WANT YOUR POfAfOES, SflRllNO- EVERY SO 
MINUfES. 
\ 
6. LEf Slf FOl 5 MINUfES &EFORE SERVINO-. 
Dave Gray / Rickr FoodUon.com 
" 
~ TAURUS 
AClUARIVS 
~ Jan.20-Feb.19Yi\ 
PISCES 
Feb. 20 - March 20 
w.ll ARIES 
March21 - April 20 
."e{~1 April 21 - May 20 
~"7J~ GEMINI May21-June21 
-=,-+--+---+---.! 
33 - _ a million; 
36 - Frankfuner; 
VIRGO46 - Sprinted; 
48 - Sharpens; Aug. 24 - Sept. 22 
49-Quotes; 
51 - Agitate; 
53 - An apple_...; nit LIBRA54 - Bridle strap; .,7\ Sept. 23 - Oct. 235 5 - Strike out; 
56 - PC program; 
57 - Craggy hill; 
58 - Compass dir.; W, SCORPIO 
... _ .. lliiiiiiil .._,.
60 - _ glance; 
t~ Oct. 24- Nov. 21 
~.,ff~ SAOITrARIVS Nov. 22 - Dec. 21 _ _________, 
C.ft' CAPRICORN Dec. 22 - Jan. 19 
Horoscopes by: Myra Hutto / Asst. TimeOut Ed~or 
SEL~ ._REGIONAL 
ALTHCAR E 
Self Regional Healthcare 
Greenwood, SC 
Job Opportunities 
Yes, we hire new graduates. 
Please review our career page at www.selfregional.org 
for an updated list of opportunities. Once a week we 
update the site, so if you don't see something you like 
today, make sure you check back next week! 
Opportunities for graduates of the nurse, accounting, 
physical and occupational therapy, speech therapy, 
and IT/IS programs. 
Looking for an Internship? 
With spring and summer coming up maybe you are 
in need of aninternship? Please call our recruiting 
department at 864 725-4902. We'll put you in touch 
with the hospital director that best fits your 
course of study. 
Friend us on facebook at Careers 
at Self Regional. 
e Only a Self. 
When Jacob Tremblay said he loved 
Chris Rock in Madaga,c,r the 
movie as a rebra my heatt mdtcd 
I would love Chris Rock too ifhe 
brought me some Thin Mints. 
It took Leo five nominations, 
eating liver and sleeping in a dead 
animal before he won his Oscar. 
Lesson of the day: never give up. 
Jacob Tremblay makes you want 
to be a cougar because he is so 
adorable. 
Lady Gaga brought down the 
house and made me use my entire 
box of Kleenex's. 
Ifyou didn't buy Girl Scout . 
cookies from Chris Rock's 
daughter at the Oscar's, did you 
even go? 
No one was hating on Chris at the 
Oscars because he was the perfu:t 
host and hilarious. 
All is right in the world now 
that Leonardo DeCaprio won 
his first Oscar. 
It's not a party unless the Star Wars 
droids make an appeatance. 
Just when you thought the_ 
night couldn't get anymore 
political, Joe Biden shows up 
(but for a good cause). 
I'd like to thank the Academy 
for putting Ryan Gosling in 
a suit. 
Not only did Leo win an Oscar, 
but his acceptance speech was 
about saving the planet and 
nature. There is a reason women 
love him. Boys: take notes. 
It's rotally appropriate to make 
Chrissy Teigen'• Oscar reaction 
face when you get those 
midterm grades back. 
·, 
